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Add invoice issuers
automatically
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Invoice data were input manually yesterday.
eBill now adds invoice issuers automatically.
An end to manual data entry. With immediate effect,
you will be able to add all invoice issuers from whom
you would like to receive invoices by eBill in future automatically. Simply activate this function as soon as you

see the relevant notification on your eBill site. This makes switching from paper or email invoices to eBill even
easier.

Your benefits at a glance:
– Automatic switching from paper and e-mail invoices to eBill
– No tedious filling out of registration forms
– No need to search for eBill-capable invoice issuers
More information and all the details needed to use eBill can be found in our FAQ and in the Quick Guide, which you
can also download.

Sharing
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With eBill you can authorize people you trust to manage
your invoices jointly.
You receive invoices every month. They all have to be
paid but not necessarily by you. Perhaps your housemate will pay the costs of repairing the washing machine,
your partner would like to pay an invoice or your parents
bail you out if you are short of cash. In situations like
this, eBill’s new sharing function is really practical.

Give other eBill users access to your own eBill account.
This allows others to pay invoices sent to you. Authorizations can be quickly granted and just as quickly withdrawn. And you will retain control at all times.

Your benefits at a glance:
– Easily manage invoices together
– Full control over all transactions
– Invoices can be paid by an authorized person.
More information and all the details needed to use eBill can be found in our FAQ and in the Quick Guide, which you
can also download.

Create standing approvals
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eBill makes standing approvals easy and even more secure.
With immediate effect, standing approvals are even easier with eBill. A few clicks (in the eBill portal) are enough
to specify all the relevant settings, such as settling regular invoices automatically. And you can end your stan-

ding approval instructions just as quickly as you issue
them. This means that you can be flexible at any time
even with standing approvals.

Your benefits at a glance:
– Create your standing approvals more easily
– Simpler and more secure
– Standing approvals can be amended at any time
– And can be terminated at any time
More information and all the details needed to use eBill can be found in our FAQ and in the Quick Guide, which you
can also download.

Contact
Please contact your bank directly if you have any questions about eBill.
More information on eBill can be found at www.ebill.ch.

